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In this paper, a dual-mode model predictive/linear control method
is presented, which extends the concept of dual-mode model pre-
dictive control (MPC) to trajectory tracking control of nonlinear
dynamic systems described by discrete-time state-space models.
The dual-mode controller comprises of a time-varying linear con-
trol law, implemented when the states lie within a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the reference trajectory, and a model pre-
dictive control strategy driving the system toward that neighbor-
hood. The boundary of this neighborhood is characterized so as to
ensure stability of the closed-loop system and terminate the opti-
mization procedure in a finite number of iterations, without jeop-
ardizing the stability of the closed-loop system. The developed
controller is applied to the central air handling unit (AHU) of a
two-zone variable air volume (VAV) heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4035096]

1 Introduction

Since it first gained popularity in the 1970s, MPC of linear sys-
tems has reached an advanced level of maturity in both theory and
practice [1]. The past two decades have seen growing interest in
the theory and implementation of MPC of nonlinear systems [2],
with applications spreading from the roots of MPC in the process
industry [3] into other areas, including aerospace and automotive
fields [4].

The basic notion in MPC is to repeatedly solve a finite-horizon
optimal control problem at every sample time and implement the
first element of the obtained control sequence [3]. There are a
number of significant advantages that result from MPC strategies,
including straightforward formulation and implementation of con-
trol for constrained, time-varying, and nonlinear systems. There
are a number of survey and review publications that look at MPC
development in both academia and industry [1,4–6]. Other works
in nonlinear MPC have looked at the implementation with both
physics-based and data-driven models, e.g., with artificial neural

networks (ANNs) [7], Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models (TSFMs) [8],
and NARMAX models [9] all of which result in nonlinear
discrete-time models.

The concept of dual-mode MPC, proposed by Michalska and
Mayne [10], has been considered in numerous works to overcome
the requirement for optimality to prove suitability for classical
MPC, especially where nonlinear dynamics and/or constraints
exist. The papers by Chen and Allg€ower [11] and Scokaert et al.
[12] consider the implications of suboptimal solutions of the MPC
problem on the stability of the closed-loop system and utilize lin-
ear controllers in a neighborhood of the target state. While there
are suboptimal MPC approaches that are not dual-mode in nature,
the works mentioned previously [10–12] discuss the issues associ-
ated with these methods and motivate the preference of dual-
mode methods, which are the focus of this work. Nguyen and Gut-
man [13] developed such a dual-mode MPC for linear time invari-
ant (LTI) systems, while Al-Gherwi et al. [14] applied the dual-
mode MPC concept for robust distributed control of time-varying
linear systems. Açikmese and Carson [15] proposed a combined
feedforward and feedback control strategy, with MPC providing
the feedforward component and the feedback component being
designed to independently ensure that the state remains within a
ball centered around the origin.

Trajectory tracking using MPC has also been considered for
linear time invariant (LTI) systems [16,17]. Limon et al. [18]
looked at trajectory planning such that the trajectory converges
to a periodic signal. Chisci et al. [19] considered MPC tracking
for linear parameter varying (LPV) models. On the other hand,
Magni et al. [20] considered MPC of nonlinear systems with a
longer prediction horizon than the control horizon, with the
intent to enlarge the terminal set. Kuhne et al. [21] considered
nonlinear wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) and compared both
linear and nonlinear MPC, though formal stability considerations
are omitted.

The concept of dual-mode MPC methods for trajectory tracking
tasks for continuous-time nonlinear systems is considered by
Faulwasser and Findeisen [22]. They use time-varying terminal
sets and a locally stabilizing linear control law to guarantee
stability.

In this paper, we extend dual-mode MPC to trajectory tracking
for a nonlinear dynamic systems described by discrete-time
state-space models. Characterization of the terminal constraint in
the MPC problem, which serves as the switching surface between
the two controllers, is offered along with the proof of stability
for the resulting algorithm. A simulated application is also pre-
sented here: control of the central AHU of a HVAC system mod-
eled so as to include several nonlinearities that are typically
omitted from MPC applications for supervisory control of
HVAC systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
contains the notation, model structure, and assumptions used in
this work. In Sec. 3, a dual-mode model predictive linear control-
ler (DMMPLC) strategy is detailed, and the stability of the
closed-loop system is established. Section 4 contains results of the
simulated implementation of the DMMPLC approach to the AHU
of a VAV HVAC system. Conclusions and future work are dis-
cussed in Sec. 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation. In the sequel, the following notation conven-
tions will be adopted. All the sampling times will appear as sub-
scripts, N shall be used to refer to the MPC horizon and Tfinal

represents the end time of the entire control task. Bold faced
symbols will represent sequences. For instance, uk ¼
fukjk; ukþ1jk;…; ukþN�1jkg will denote a control sequence starting
at the current sampling time, k, and continuing up to k þ N � 1.
Note that the corresponding state sequences will have an addi-
tional term at the end, xk ¼ fxk; xkþ1;…; xkþN�1; xkþNg. Under-
lined bold faced symbols shall be used to denote sequences
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that span the time of the entire control task. For example,
r ¼ fr0; r1;…; rTf inal

g will denote the entire reference sequence
that is to be tracked by the system outputs. An asterisk ð�Þ will be
used to denote optimal quantities and for a matrix A 2 Rp�p; A >
0 denotes positive definiteness.

2.2 Model Structure and Assumptions. The model structure
shall be taken to be the standard nonlinear discrete-time state-
space form

xkþ1 ¼ f ðk; xk; ukÞ
yk ¼ hðxkÞ

(1)

where xk is the state vector at sampling time k. The system dimen-
sions are given by x 2 Rn; u 2 Rm, and y 2 Rq.

The discretization of a nonlinear continuous-time state-space
model is a task that can be tackled using various approaches
[23–25] or may arise directly from system identification proce-
dures (e.g., NARMAX models). The assumptions are listed
below:

(1) The system is assumed to allow at least two differentials
with respect to both the input and state.

(2) The entire reference trajectory is assumed to be known
ahead of time.

(3) It is assumed that a control sequence exists such that error-
free tracking can be achieved.

(4) The reference trajectory is reachable, for some reasonable
time horizon, at the initial sample time.

(5) Any disturbances are known ahead of time and can be elim-
inated from the system dynamics model.

When Assumption 4 does not hold true, the reference sequence
is often replaced with a reachable target that is “close” to it [5].
Nevertheless, such trajectory planning problems will not be con-
sidered here.

The reference state sequence xr and reference control input
sequence2 ur that lead to perfect output tracking can then be used
to define the tracking error as ~xk ¼ xk � xr

k, with its dynamics
being described by

~xkþ1 ¼ ~f ðk; ~xk; ~ukÞ (2)

where ~uk ¼ uk � ur
k and ~f ðk; ~xk; ~ukÞ¢f ðk; xr

k þ ~xk; u
r
k þ ~ukÞ

�xr
kþ1. An equivalent of the previous control goal is to then use

the “virtual” control input ~u to drive the tracking error to the
origin.

3 Dual-Mode Model Predictive/Linear Control

3.1 Model Predictive Control Algorithm and Sequential
Quadratic Programing. A finite-horizon nonlinear optimal con-
trol problem (NL-OCP) can be postulated in the error space as
follows:

minimize
~uk

JNð~xk; ~ukÞ ¼
XkþN�1

i¼k

‘ð~xi; ~uiÞ þ Vf ð~xkþNÞ

subject to : ~xkþ1 ¼ ~f ðk; ~xk; ~ukÞ
~x0 ¼ x0 � xr

0

~xkþN 2 ~Xf

~uk 2 ~U k

(3)

where ‘ð~xi; ~uiÞ ¼ ~xT
i Q~xi þ ~uT

i R~ui and Vf ð~xkþNÞ ¼ ~xT
kþNQf ~xkþN ,

with R;Q, and Qf being symmetric, positive definite matrices of
appropriate dimensions and ~Xf being a neighborhood around the

origin of the error space. ~U k is defined based on the values of ur
k

and the set U, which is the set of allowable control inputs to the
system (1). NL-OCP (3) is solved at each sampling instant, and
the first element of the control sequence obtained is implemented.

It is well known that a receding horizon control strategy does
not necessarily guarantee stability of the closed-loop system [5].
A common formulation that leads to closed-loop stability is to use
a point terminal state constraint [26], ~xkþN 2 f0g ¼ ~Xf . The sta-
bility of the resulting MPC algorithm is established per Theorem
5.2 of Ref. [27].

Recent research proposes the use of sequential quadratic pro-
grams (SQPs) employing sequential linearizations of the constraints
in the NL-OCP in order to efficiently solve it [28]. However, this
approach converges to a local optimum of the NL-OCP defined in
Eq. (3), if and only if the system is locally N-step controllable [28].
Additionally, the terminal equality constraint is only satisfied as the
number of SQP iterations tends to infinity, rendering the stability
guarantees based on this constraint moot in practice.

3.2 Dual-Mode Model Predictive Control Design. The con-
cept of dual-mode MPC [10] is extended here for tracking of
time-varying reference trajectories for discrete-time nonlinear sys-
tems. The introduced controller, incorporating an MPC compo-
nent and a time-varying linear control law, shall also overcome
the need for an infinite number of iterations to meet a terminal
equality constraint and reliance on global optimality to establish
stability. The notion is to design a locally stabilizing control law
and characterize a positively invariant set around the reference
trajectory under that control law. The boundary of that set will be
used as a terminal constraint set ~Xf to replace the equality con-
straint in Eq. (3). While the state is outside this set, a control
sequence satisfying the constraints of the NL-OCP (3) can be pur-
sued via an SQP procedure, and the locally stabilizing control law
can be employed once the state enters this set.

In order to design a locally stabilizing controller and character-
ize the corresponding switching surface, the dynamics will be lin-
earized about the reference trajectory. A time-varying linear
controller of the form ~uk ¼ Kk~xk will be pursued. The key is to
characterize terminal constraint sets that are compact, convex, and
positively invariant under the local controller and the actual non-
linear system dynamics. Terminal constraint sets shall be pursued
in the form Wk ¼ f~xkj~xT

k Pk~xk � eg, where Pk and e will be deter-
mined so as to ensure the positive invariance of Wk under the
time-varying linear control law.

3.2.1 Characterizing the Local Linear Control Law and
Switching Surface. The actual error dynamics are

~xkþ1 ¼ Acl
k ~xk þ eð~xkÞ (4)

where eð~xkÞ ¼ ~f ðk; ~xk;Kk~xkÞ � Acl
k ~xk is the linearization error and

Acl
k ¼ Ak þ BkKk. The time-varying linear control gain Kk can be

obtained via an linear matrix inequality (LMI) as described in
Lemma 1.

LEMMA 1. (Design of a locally stabilizing time-varying linear
control law)

Consider the time-varying linear system

~xkþ1 ¼ Ak~xk þ Bk ~uk (5)

and let Q and R be the symmetric, positive definite matrices used
in the definition of JN. For k ¼ 0; 1;…; Tfinal � 1, let Ck and Uk

satisfy

Ck AkCk þ BkUkð ÞT l
1
2CT

k Q
1
2 l

1
2UT

k R
1
2

AkCk þ BkUk Ckþ1 0 0

l
1
2Q

1
2Ck 0 I 0

l
1
2R

1
2Uk 0 0 I

2
666664

3
777775 � 0 (6)

2Although xr and ur may be obtained by any approach, an auxiliary optimization
problem to obtain these is provided in the Appendix.
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with l > 1. Then, the time-varying control gains Kk ¼
UkC

�1
k ; k ¼ 0; 1;…; Tfinal � 1; guarantee closed-loop stability of

Eq. (5) for k 2 f0; 1;…;Tfinalg. These gains also guarantee that

ðAk þ BkKkÞTPkþ1ðAk þ BkKkÞ � Pk � �l �Qk (7)

with �Qk ¼ Qþ KT
k RKk.

Proof. The sketch of the proof is based on the conversion of Eq.
(7) into an LMI via Schur complements and instituting the change
of variables Ck ¼ P�1

k and Uk ¼ Kk � P�1
k . w

Remark 1. The practical implementation of Lemma 1 is carried
out in reverse order, from k ¼ Tfinal to k¼ 1. PTfinal

may be set to
any symmetric positive definite matrix, e.g., I.

Since the linear control law is designed based on linearized
dynamics (5), the resulting stability can only be expected to hold
within a sufficiently small neighborhood of the reference trajec-
tory, where the linearization error remains sufficiently small. It is
also known that the linearization error eð~xkÞ satisfies

limjj~xk jj!0
jjeð~xkÞjj
jj~xk jj ! 0 [29].

It is now possible to determine an upper bound on the lineariza-
tion error eð~xkÞ for which the linear control law guarantees
closed-stability even when applied to the original nonlinear sys-
tem dynamics (1).

LEMMA 2. (Cost reduction inside Wk, under the linear control
law))

Let the matrices Pk and �Qk be defined as in Lemma 1 and con-
sider a Lyapunov-like cost function Vk ¼ ~xT

k Pk~xk, with
DVk ¼ Vkþ1 � Vk. Also, let ck; 8k 2 f0; 1;…;Tfinal � 1g satisfy

ck �
�c2k

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2

2k
þ l� 1ð Þc1k

c3k

q� �
c1k

(8)

where c1k
¢kmaxðPkþ1Þ; c2k

¢jjPkþ1Acl
k jj and c3k

¢kminð �QkÞ, with
l defined in Lemma 1 and kmax and kmin being the largest and
smallest eigenvalues, respectively. Also, let e be such that
Wk ¼ f~xT

k Pk~xk � eg

~xk 2Wk ) jjeð~xkÞjj < ckjj~xkjj

Then,

DVk < �~xT
k

�Qk~xk;8 ~xk 2Wk; k 2 f0; 1;…; Tfinal � 1g

Proof. The proof of this lemma is established by manipulation of
the Lyapunov inequality ðAcl

k ~xk þ eð~xkÞÞTPkþ1ðAcl
k ~xk þ eð~xkÞÞ

�~xT
k Pk~xk < �~xT

k
�Qk~xk, which directly incorporates an upper bound

on the linearization error. w

The following proposition completes the characterization of
Wk by tackling the problem of determining e.

PROPOSITION 1. (Determining the terminal constraint set Wk)
Select e ¼ minkðkminðPkÞe2

1k
Þ with e1k

¼ min
ck

ck
; d

� �
, where ck is

defined as in Lemma 2, dB is some small hyperspherical neighbor-
hood of the origin in the error space, and ck is the solution of the
following optimization problem:

ck ¼ max
~x2dB

1

2

@2 ~f

@~x2 ~x;~u þ 2
@2 ~f

@~x@~u
~x ;~u Kk þ KT

k

@2 ~f

@~u2

���
~x;~u

Kk

����
����
!�����

�����
0
@

with ~uk ¼ Kk~xk. The Lyapunov-like cost function, Vk ¼ ~xT
k Pk~xk, is

monotonically decreasing inside the resulting set
Wk ¼ f~xT

k Pk~xk � eg, under the proposed linear control law. This
renders the set Wk positively invariant.

Proof. Due to space constraints only the general idea of the
proof is sketched here. The proof utilizes the lagrange error bound
(LEB) and the time-varying linear control ~uk ¼ Kk~xk. An upper
bound ck on the linearization error, within some ball dB around
the origin, is established based on the LEB and the comparison
with the allowable linearization error ck defines e1k

. w

The determination of ck in the above proposition involves find-
ing the maximum value of a nonlinear function within a neighbor-
hood of the origin. This can be achieved by exploiting the
approach described in Ref. [30], which converges to a local opti-
mum. The local nature of this solution is sufficient for practical
purposes.

LEMMA 3. (Positive invariance of the set sequence Wk under
the linear control law).

Let Pk; Kk, and Wk be defined as in Lemmas 1 and 2, respec-
tively. For the system error dynamics given by Eq. (2), invoking
Lemma 2 leads to ~xk 2Wk ) ~xkþ1 2Wkþ1 under the linear
control law ~uk ¼ Kk~xk. In other words, once ~xk enters Wk, the
cost reduction in Lemma 1 holds for the remaining time of the
control task.

Proof. The definitions of Vk and Wk from Lemma 2 give
~xT

k Pk~xk � e; 8 ~xk 2Wk, and it has been established that,
under the linear controller, 8 ~xk 2Wk; DVk < 0, which
implies that ~xT

kþ1Pkþ1~xkþ1 � ~xT
k Pk~xk � e; 8 ~xk 2Wk and thus

~xk 2Wk ) ~xkþ1 2Wkþ1. w

Note that the invariant region Wk estimated by the proposed
method is not necessarily the largest possible set and maximiz-
ing its size may reduce the required SQP iterations. However,
such maximization of the size of Wk is beyond the scope of
this paper.

3.2.2 The Dual-Mode Model Predictive/Linear Control
Algorithm. A dual-mode control algorithm with an MPC control
horizon of N, in conjunction with the linear control law defined
using Lemma 1, can be implemented in the form of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Dual-mode model predictive/linear control
1: OFFLINE
2: Select l and compute Kk; Pk using Lemma 1
3: Compute ck using Lemma 2
4: Select d and compute e1k

using Proposition 1
5: Set e ¼ minkðkminðPkÞe2

1k
Þ and Wk ¼ f~xT

k Pk~xk � eg
6: ONLINE
7: Initialize at k¼ 0
8: while k < Tfinal

9: if ~xk 2Wk then
10: Set ~uk ¼ Kk~xk

11: else
12: Utilize an SQP procedure [28] to produce a feasible

virtual control sequence ~u�k .
13: Apply ~uk ¼ ~u�kjk
14: end if
15: Apply uk ¼ ur

k þ ~uk

16: k  k þ 1
17: end while

Let us note that the linear control law can be appended as the
control input at the end of the horizon to accelerate the conver-
gence of the numerical procedure, i.e., to serve as a “warm start”
~uk ¼ f~ukjk�1; ~ukþ1jk�1;…; ~ukþN�2jk�1;KkþN�1~xkþN�1g.

The following theorem completes the stability analysis for the
closed-loop system controlled by the DMMPLC described in
Algorithm 1.

THEOREM 1. (Stability of the dual-mode tracking control).
Let Wk be defined per Proposition 1. The DMMPLC described

by Algorithm 1 renders the point ~x ¼ 0, and hence, the reference
trajectory xr, stable for the entire control task
k 2 f0; 1;…; Tfinalg.

Proof. The proof of the overall stability is established by show-
ing that sufficient cost reduction can be ensured for a control
sequence that contains an MPC determined sequence with a linear
control term appended at the end. w

4 Control of an HVAC Central Air Handling Unit

A simulated implementation of the proposed dual-mode control
strategy to the central AHU of a two-zone VAV HVAC system is
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presented in this section. Typically, HVAC systems related appli-
cations of MPC have been in the supervisory control role [31].
However, the airflow subsystem considered here offers different
challenges due to the significantly faster dynamics than the system
thermodynamics, which are the subject of supervisory control
tasks.

4.1 Air Handling Unit System Model. The AHU system
considered is comprised of a fan, five dampers, ductwork, multi-
ple T-junctions, and entry and exit junctions. A schematic of the
system is provided in Fig. 1, and the system dynamics are devel-
oped along the lines described in Ref. [32], with specific compo-
nent models developed following Refs. [33,34].

The AHU system dynamics are developed using five states and
six inputs

Fig. 1 Schematic of the AHU system

Table 1 Equations and descriptions of terms involved in the state-space equations of the AHU system

Term Formula

Pressure drop across damper i

DPdi
¼

_mi exp aþ b ð1� udi
Þhmax

	 
c� �
2qA2

vav

Pressure drop across the fan DPF ¼ chq DNf displaystyle nm

nf

� �h i2

Pressure drop across converging T-junction i (straight exit)

DCi ¼
1þ nð Þ _m in

i

� �2 � _mout
i

� �2
h i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop across converging T-junction i (elbowed exit)

DCiT ¼
1þ nTð Þ _m in

i

� �2 � _mout
i

� �2
h i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop across diverging T-junction i (straight exit)

DDi ¼
1� nð Þ _m in

i

� �2 � _mout
i

� �2
h i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop across diverging T-junction i (elbowed exit)

DDiT ¼
1� nTð Þ _m in

i

� �2 � _mout
i

� �2
h i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop across entry junction i
DPin

i ¼
nin

i _m2
i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop across exit junction i
DPout

i ¼
nout

i _m2
i

2qA2
i

Pressure drop due to friction in duct i
fi ¼

Adcf Li _m2
i

2qA3
i

_mi is the air mass flow rate through component i; Avav is the cross-sectional area of the terminal boxes (dampers); a, b, and c are the damper parameters;
ch is the dimensionless pressure head coefficient; D is the fan impeller diameter; nm=nf is the motor and fan speed ratio; n, nT, nin

i , and nout
i are the junc-

tion friction coefficients; Ai is the cross-sectional area of component i; Ad is the duct perimeter; cf is the duct surface friction coefficient; Li is the length
of duct i; and q is the air density.

Table 2 AHU system and component parameters utilized for
the simulations presented in this work

Fan Air T-junctions

ch 1.41 la ðN s=m2Þ 184:6� 10�7 n 0.9
b 0.01 q ðkg=m3Þ 1.1614 nT 2
j 10 Zones Dampers
ki 1.867 Vz1

ðm3Þ 280 a –0.06
kb 1.867 Vz2

ðm3Þ 280 b 2.52
R 0.5 Ducts c 3.35
L 1 Aiðm2Þ 0.25 Avav ðm2Þ 0.25
g 0.9 Ad ðmÞ 2 hmax ðradÞ 1.2
nm

nf
3.7 Li ðmÞ 25
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xT ¼ ½ _mf ; _ms; _mz1
;NF; IF�

uT ¼ ½uF; ud1
; ud2

; ud3
; ud4

; ud5
�

where _mf is the fresh air mass flow rate ðkg=sÞ; _ms is the supply
air mass flow ðkg=sÞ; _mz1

is the air mass flow to zone 1 ðkg=sÞ,
NF is the fan-motor speed ðrev=sÞ, If is the fan-motor current ðAÞ,
uF is the fan supply voltage, and udn

; n ¼ 1; 2; :::; 5 is the position
of damper n 2 ½0; 1�. For the dampers, zero signifies a fully closed
damper and one the fully open case. The simplest expression of
the dynamics is made by developing the expression associated
with the air flow rates separately from the equations for the fan
states. Following Ref. [32], the dynamics of the fan are given by

_NF ¼
1

j
kiIF

2p
� bNF �

DPF _ms

2pð Þ2gNF

 !
(9)

_IF ¼
1

L
uF � RIF � 2pkbNFð Þ (10)

where j is the fan-motor equivalent moment of inertia ðkg=m2Þ, ki

is the fan torque constant ðN �m rev=AÞ, b is the fan friction factor
ðkg=m2=sÞ; DPF is the pressure change across fan ðN=m2Þ, g is
the fan efficiency, L is the fan armature inductance (H), R is the
fan supply resistance ðXÞ, and kb is the back electromotive force
constant ðV s=radÞ. Equations (9) and (10) yield two of the five
state equations for the system model, while the remaining three
pertain to the dynamics of the air flows and are described as fol-
lows [32]:

€mf

€ms

€mz1

2
64

3
75 ¼ L�1

g1ðx; uÞ
g2ðx; uÞ
g3ðx; uÞ

2
64

3
75 (11)

where g1, g2, and g3 are the sum of all the pressure changes in the
fresh air loop, supply air loop, and zone loop, respectively (i.e.,
the three separable closed-loops from left to right in Fig. 1), while
L is a matrix of constants dependent on the system component
dimensions. For instance,

Table 3 Performance indicators for comparison of the proportional–integral–differential (PID) control and DMMPLC, as simulated
with the AHU system

Unfiltered step shift Filtered step shift Trajectory tracking

Performance indicators PID DMMPLC PID DMMPLC PID DMMPLC

Power consumption (W) 956.8 798.0 953.7 527.5 1054.3 598.3
Zone 1 airflow final error 1 O(10�1) O(10�8) O(10�2) O(10�8) N/A N/A
Zone 1 airflow final error 2 O(10�4) O(10�7) O(10�4) O(10�7) N/A N/A
Zone 2 airflow final error 1 O(10�3) O(10�8) O(10�3) O(10�8) N/A N/A
Zone 2 airflow final error 2 O(10�3) O(10�5) O(10�3) O(10�8) N/A N/A
Fresh airflow final error 1 O(10�6) O(10�8) O(10�6) O(10�8) N/A N/A
Fresh airflow final error 2 O(10�5) O(10�5) O(10�8) O(10�8) N/A N/A
Zone 1 airflow settling time 1 >20 4 >20 3 N/A N/A
Zone 1 airflow settling time 2 16 4 0 0 N/A N/A
Zone 2 airflow settling time 1 12 4 12 4 N/A N/A
Zone 2 airflow settling time 2 8 4 0 0 N/A N/A
Fresh airflow settling time 1 18 4 18 1 N/A N/A
Fresh airflow settling time 2 13 4 >20 0 N/A N/A

Settling times are rounded to the nearest second, and final errors are expressed in order to magnitude.

Fig. 2 Results of simulated tracking of a step shift with DMMPLC and PID control. The results
include all the output references and achieved trajectories, as well as the fan supply voltage.
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g1 ¼ DPd1
� DPd4

þ DPd5
� DC1 þ DC1T þ DD2 � DD2T

þDPout � DPin � f1 � f10 þ f11

with each term in the above expressions representing a pressure
change across a component in the concerned air flow loop, and the
component description as well as equations for each of these are
provided in Table 1. The expressions for g2 and g3 can be obtained
in the same manner.

The matrix L, on the other hand, is given by

L¼

L1

A1

þ L10

A10

þ L11

A11

�L11

A11

0

�L11

A11

�L2

A2

þ L3

A3

þL9

A9

þ�L11

A11

L5

A5

þ L6

A6

0 �L7

A7

� L8

A8

L5

A5

þ L6

A6

þ L7

A7

þL8

A8

2
6666664

3
7777775

Fig. 3 Results of simulated tracking of a filtered step shift with DMMPLC and PID control. The
results include all the output references and achieved trajectories, as well as the fan supply
voltage.

Fig. 4 Results of simulated tracking of a generic trajectory with DMMPLC and PID control. The
results include all the output references and achieved trajectories, as well as the fan supply
voltage.
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where Li and Ai are the length and cross-sectional area of duct i,
respectively. For simplicity and without loss of generality, all the
ducts are assumed to have identical dimensions in the case pre-
sented here. The system parameters used have been summarized
in Table 2 and are based on the information given in Refs.
[33–35].

The system outputs are obtained from the states as y¼Cx,
where C ¼ diagð½1; 1; 1; 0; 0�Þ. Hence, this is a nonlinear multi-
input multi-output dynamic system with five states, three outputs,
and six inputs. It should also be pointed out that, in general, only
two output references can be freely assigned, as the fresh air flow
is constrained to meet ASHRAE standards [36]. The system
dynamics are discretized using a sampling rate of 10 Hz and the
forward Euler method [37].

4.2 Simulation Results. In this section, the performance of
the proposed controller is presented in comparison with a PID
control structure. The PID controllers prescribe the control
inputs to the building entry damper, the two-zone entry damp-
ers, and the fan, while the recirculation and exhaust dampers
remain fully open at all times. The damper inputs are assigned
so as to maintain the desired air flows through the system,
whereas the fan supply voltage maintains the static-pressure
two-thirds of the length down the ducts to the serviced zones.
Such fan control logic is commonly used in VAV HVAC imple-
mentations3 [38]. It is known that higher set-points for the static
pressure lead to greater control authority, but also result in
greater energy consumption. The set-points used in the current
simulations were set so as to allow all the desired levels of flow
to be achievable, although no attempt was made to optimize
them.

In the simulations, the MPC horizon is 4 s, the total time is
Tfinal ¼ 90 s, and numerical performance indicators are presented
in Table 3. Details about the determination of ur and xr via the
auxiliary problem are provided in the Appendix.

4.2.1 Step Shift. Since the control goal is to quickly achieve
the set points with minimal energy consumption, three main per-
formance indicators are considered: the settling time to a given
reference level, the errors after a given time into a task, and the
energy consumption.

In the case presented here, the reference trajectory incorporates
a single step shift from rinitial ¼ ½0:63 0:90 1:00�Tkg=s to
rfinal ¼ ½0:77 1:20 0:80�Tkg=s, with the transitions occurring at
different times. The dual-mode controller is informed only of the
current reference level, hence the control algorithm must be reini-
tialized at the moment of shift in any output reference level. The
simulated results are presented in Fig. 2.

The DMMPLC forces the full system state into the region,
where the linear controller can be implemented within the 4 s hori-
zon. Hence, the MPC algorithm is only employed for 8 s. The
DMMPLC performance is fairly consistent, while the PID control-
ler performance is clearly quite sensitive to the transitions
demanded. Additionally, the supply voltage demanded by the fan
is greater under the PID controller.

4.2.2 Filtered Step Shift. A common technique to ensure
smoothness of trajectories in control applications is to filter dis-
continuous trajectories [39,40]. In this example, the reference tra-
jectory was filtered using a finite impulse response filter, and the
tracking results are presented in Fig. 3. From these results, it is
obvious that the dual-mode controller leads to a shorter settling
time for all the outputs and that the required supply voltage to the
fan is also visibly lower.

4.2.3 Trajectory Tracking. In order to evaluate the trajectory
tracking capabilities of the DMMPLC, time-varying reference tra-
jectories are assigned as follows:

_mz1
¼ 0:9þ 0:2 sinð0:1tÞ � 0:02 sinðtÞ

_mz2
¼ 1:0þ 0:03 sinð0:2tÞ

_mf ¼
0:63; if t � 47:5 s

0:77; otherwise

(

The results for the simulations under both controllers are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.

While the dual-mode controller is once again able to drive the
system to the reference trajectory and continue tracking it for the
entire simulated time period, the PID controller is unable to accu-
rately track any of the desired output trajectories. While HVAC
applications do not usually require such time-varying trajectory
tracking, the ability to track more general trajectories would allow
greater flexibility for the HVAC supervisory controller, which
may in turn lead to reductions in energy consumption.

To summarize, the contents of Table 3 clearly show that the
newly introduced controller is preferable to the PID control struc-
ture in terms of the listed performance measures. Most notably,
the average power consumption is significantly lower for the dual-
mode controller. Additionally, the final error, measured as the
tracking error at the 25 s mark after a reference level is set, is
always smaller with the dual-mode controller than that under the
PID control structure.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The DMMPLC algorithm proposed in this paper enables trajec-
tory tracking for discrete-time nonlinear dynamic systems, by uti-
lizing a nonpoint terminal constraint set as the switching surface
between the MPC and linear controllers. The proposed approach
extends the dual-mode control concept, which guarantees closed-
loop stability in a practical manner by overcoming the need to
find the globally optimal solution or satisfy a terminal equality
constraint in the MPC implementation. This allows for termina-
tion of the optimization procedure underlying the MPC in a finite
number of iterations. Formal characterization of the switching sur-
face and the associated proof of stability have been provided in
this document. Furthermore, the newly proposed control scheme
was applied to simulate control of the central AHU of a two-zone
VAV HVAC system, and it was shown to provide performance
improvement over a commonly used PID control structure.

There are several natural extensions of this work. First, it is
necessary to expand the control algorithm presented here by con-
sidering various factors that would enable it to deal with common
uncertainty sources, e.g., imperfectly known disturbances and
model. Beyond these extensions, other applications of the
DMMPLC presented in this paper can also be considered. For
example, control of the entire HVAC system would introduce
challenges in handling systems with different rates of dynamic
behavior, as well as different sampling rates.

Appendix: Auxiliary Optimization for xr and ur

Given a reference trajectory r and Assumption 3, a control
sequence ur that leads to perfect tracking can be determined by
solving an auxiliary optimal control problem. As was mentioned
in Sec. 2, the output may not be dependent on all the states of the
system, which may lead to multiple potential reference control
sequences. This yields another degree-of-freedom in satisfying the
tracking objective, which can be addressed as below

minimize
xr ;ur

Jauxðxr;urÞ ¼
XTfinal�1

i¼0

ðlauxðxr
i ; u

r
i ÞÞ þ Vaux

f ðxr
Tfinal
Þ

subject to : xr
kþ1 ¼ f ðk; xr

k; u
r
kÞ; for k ¼ 0; 1;…; Tfinal � 1

hðxr
kÞ ¼ rk

3It is worth pointing out that there have been advances in this control approach,
which allow for reduced energy consumption through the use of static-pressure set-
point reset logic.
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where lauxðxr
i ; u

r
i Þ ¼ xrT

i Qauxxr
i þ urT

i Rauxur
i and Vaux

f ðxr
Tfinal
Þ ¼ xrT

Tfinal

Qaux
f xr

Tfinal
. The matrices Qaux; Raux, and Qaux

f are symmetric and
positive semidefinite.

In the HVAC AHU control application, the reference inputs ur

are determined so as to minimize energy consumption and avoid
completely opening or closing the dampers to maintain control
authority. Additionally, a penalty is employed for high rates of
changes in the reference control input. The numerical values of
the matrices used were Qaux

f ¼ Qaux ¼ diagð½1; 1; 1; 0; 0�Þ and
Raux ¼ ð½2; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1�Þ.
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